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A surreal post-life adventure.
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It only took a few moments for the feeling of panic to set in. “What if I lived my life wrong? How would I be judged? What if
there is nothing after this?

The story begins with an individual, recently deceased, who is struggling to comprehend the reality of being dead. The mind,
disconnected and failing, desperately attempts to form some vision of reality. Yet, the memories of its life are only distant
whispers. It can't recall a personality, friends, or even an appearance. But there is hope. The memories of the music, the

disconnected emotions. And in a rush of information, sometimes there appear memories of her: the rockstar.

The Endless Empty is an adventure RPG with a focus on exploration and choices. The game explores the concepts of death and
the afterlife, and takes place in 5 chapters. Each chapter has a different theme and a unique art style. The game takes the player
on a branching journey through the unknown. there are a variety of memories to explore; From upbeat suburban neighborhoods,

to gritty industrial wastelands, to colorful psychedelic hallucinations.

The game will feature a multilayered storyline with alternative paths and multiple endings as well as a customized battle system.
Complementing the game will be a completely original soundtrack with classical, electronic, funk and rock musical styles.
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Title: The Endless Empty
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Erik Sheader-Smith
Publisher:
Erik Sheader-Smith
Release Date: 3 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Xp / Vista / 7

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 2.0 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Storage: 880 MB available space

English
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Having read the game brief, the idea of mixing Minesweeper with a roguelike/dungeon crawler really appealed to me. So far the
game has been everything I had hoped it would be. There's character and equipment upgrades, loads of different loot, random
encounters, and a heap of unlockables. It reminds me of another steam game Hand of Fate which also successfully blended a
variety of different genres into a surprisingly coherent and enjoyable game.

If the idea of the game strikes a chord with you, don't hesitate, you'll likely not regret your purchase.. This was a good visual
novel overall. It was very cute and had great voice acting and fluffy romance. To my relief, it was easy to play through all the
story paths and endings. I enjoyed both main story branches but found that I preferred the Human Side (story branch in which
Lilia is primarily in human form) over the Luccretia Side (story branch in which she's primarily in luccretia form). Although
Lilia behaved more honestly while in luccretia form (and was just plain cuter), in the Human Side she was more honest with
Ronan overall, and I really liked that. That honesty was reflected in how the ending played out too, and it just worked better for
me overall.

Pros:
+ Excellent voice acting. All dialogue is voiced (characters' thoughts are not), and I liked everyone's voice but the villain's.
Although I tended to read faster than the actors spoke, I found myself waiting for them to finish talking before moving on to the
next line, because I liked their voices so much.
+ The story was a bit bland and predictable, but it was so cutely executed that I mostly didn't notice. I liked Ronan and, although
she was occasionally frustrating, I liked Lilia too. It was fun watching them gradually realize their feelings for each other.
+ The story wasn't rapey! That said, it did have some other issues I've covered in my "cons" section.
+ I loved the sprites, and the CG artwork was usually pretty nice too.
+ Very easy to go through all the story options. Choices have two types of effects: raising your chance of getting the Human
Side vs. the Luccretia Side, and raising your romance (I'm not sure how necessary this is - I never tested what effect choosing
nothing but non-romance options would get you). You only ever have to choose between two possible options, and the effects of
your choices are immediately made clear with a little image that appears. Also, the game makes it crystal clear which story paths
you've already followed and allows players to start off at whichever chapter (that they've previously played) that they'd like. This
would be a great first visual novel for newbies.

Cons:
- The story was pretty bland and predictable after a certain point.
- Although Lilia is an adult (or maybe older teen?) in human form, she's physically only 13 or 14 in luccretia form. Which
means that, especially in the Luccretia Side, Ronan finds himself growing increasingly attracted to a child. Granted, even he has
problems with this and fights his feelings, but the Luccretia ending has him deciding that it's okay to love her no matter her
form because Lilia's mental age in that form is older. I kind of agreed with him, but the justification still felt a bit icky.
- The translation was occasionally a bit rough, with a few misused words and awkward phrases here and there.

All in all I'm glad I've already purchased How to Fool a Liar King. I'm looking forward to playing that one too.. I was expecting a
story driven game, but its really weak. The controls with a keyboard and mouse is bad. At least i met god at the end.... Great
game,!! I do not understand the complaints I read about the controls ebcause every game has different controls which can be
ivertide and changed to the player's liking. Yes, every vehicle has different controls but what are you going to expect? that every
vehicle has the same exact controls? additionally, the controls are pretty basic as it is an older game trying to encompass multiple
features of warfare.

If you like a vehicle-based game that is relatively simple I definately recommend it. Every game has a learning curve, I can't say I
was an ace the first time I flew the plane but isn't learning through challenges what makes a game fun? Also, if you are going to
complain about challenges in games, eithr play on easy, play tutorials, or go play SIMS..

The campaign could be longer and encompass more battles from WW2 but the vehicle specific challenges are entertaining and a bit
tougher. Noone play the multiplayer anymore, but playing it on XBOX360 I remember it being lots of fun with different maps.
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All in all good game, yes it's older but it's much better than the "Pacific" version as well as it provides vehicle lovers with a fun
challenge.. Bought this as part of a bundle, great train. Good effects, looks the part from the exterior view. Easy enough to drive,
great commuter train. Only downside, no window view. Don't let that put you off great addition on the third rail (electric) routes.

Would I pay list price??? Yes, if you own other electric lines, giving you more scope to use the loco.

Now get driving...... I've been following the development of Broken Reality for a year. I was not disappointed.. Amazing art! And I
love the choice/dialogue options. But unfortunately I couldn't get invested in the story and characters. I really liked the setting right
at the start, but when it moved on to the old village and witchcraft I just quickly lost interest. I feel like the visual novel market has
just become too saturated with magic-related stories, particularly taking place in boring castles/estates/etc.. Really cool game.
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Holy crud batman! The UI is horrible!
I swear you have to have brain damage in order to use it.
Come on, shouldn't the UI be pretty streight forward?
Having a bad UI is like a car with no steering wheel, or brakes, or gas peddle. Sigh...
. Turned this game on, next thing I knew 3 hours had gone by.
Plugged in my Xbox One Controller and everything worked great.

Love the artstyle and music.

Lots of replayability if you want to max stars everything. Tons of upgrades to level up.
If your on the fence about it, its only 5 bucks. Try it out. If its on sale just buy it already.

Ill be gifting this one out to friends who like brawlers.. A leisurely stroll in a beautiful environment.

Interactions are limited, achievements are easily achieved, story is light, and that's ok.

As some reviews have mentioned or implied, feels like a demo for a bigger game in the world of Eastshade.

I look forward to it.

Also, getting high on tea, ha! Tea-rrific!. In this game your main objective is to avoid Chris Hansen and his Xenomorph crew.
Very interesting experience.. A amazing game, I am willing to purchase the right to this game if you are willing. I bought three
copies one for me and two for friends.

1 of 1 gaming stream tomorrow!:
Tomorrow (12/19) I will be participating in a play through of The Endless Empty with my good friends over at 1 of 1 gaming.
The show will start around 6pm (pst). I will be in the voice chat to answers any questions so come say hello! I will be trying to
provide a behind the scenes look at how and why this game was made. It should be a party 

Here is the twitch channel to watch: https://www.twitch.tv/thee_fallen1
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. Merch!?:
I opened a zazzle storefront now for The Endless Empty merch. Lots of designs I did to look at including shirts, posters, stickers
and pins.

https://www.zazzle.com/the_endless_empty
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The royalty funds I get from the designs will go to Trevor Project.

Thanks 

. I would love to hear from you / Donation Update:
Hello everybody

The Endless Empty has been out for a month and I just want to express my gratitude to everyone who has played, sent me
fanart, sent me comments or has streamed the game. At this time I am currently practicing my skills in an attempt to become a
better programmer, game designer, writer and artist. You can help me out. I would love to hear from you! Whether it be a
review here on stream, or contacting me on facebook[www.facebook.com] or twitter, your comments are greatly appreciated. I
will be taking any critiques to heart as I continue to improve The Endless Empty, and while I work on future projects.

I also wanted to update everyone on the donations from game sales. All funds I receive from the Endless Empty here on steam
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and itch.io will be donated to the Trevor Project. I do have to wait a month for Steam's payouts, but thanks to you The Endless
Empty has now raised over $300 for charity. You are awesome.

. Missing Price/Download:
Hello everyone,

As of right now the price/download button is missing for many new games being released on Steam. Sadly this game has
been hit with this issue. I have contacted Steam Support as well as other developers experiencing this issue. Hopefully I can get
it resolved soon.

In the meantime The Endless Empty is also available on itch.io
https://l-a-u-g-h.itch.io/the-endless-empty. Update 1/25/2019:
Hello Everyone.

I just uploaded a new build of the Endless Empty. This update includes more balanced bosses, items, the ability to sell things in
the tranquility rooms as well as a few more minor fixes.
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Thanks to your purchases and the help of my friends over in 1 of 1 gaming, the Endless Empty has now raised over $1000 for
the Trevor Project.

I really appreciate all the messages, fan arts, streams and youtube coverage everyone has provided for this game. If you haven't
done so already I would be infinitely grateful if you dropped a review here on steam, as it helps the game's visibility on the
platform.

And as a final update: at this moment I'm in the early stages of putting together my second game project and hope to be able to
share information on that real soon.

As always you can contact me at the following places.

https://twitter.com/ErikSheader

https://www.facebook.com/SugarySweetMachines/

https://www.instagram.com/Erik_Sheader/?hl=en
. 1 of 1 gaming stream part 2 / Happy Holidays:
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I hope everyone is having a great holiday season. I will be streaming the second half of the Endless Empty with 1 of 1 gaming
this Wednesday the 26th (the day after Christmas). Come join us, I’ll be answering questions and talking about inspirations and
stuff ��. Show should start around 6pm pacific standard time.

The 26th also marks the last day of our charity event where Thee_Fallen1 and Lord Envy of 1 of 1 gaming are matching all sales
of The Endless Empty for a separate donation to the Trevor Project.

Watch us here: https://www.twitch.tv/thee_fallen1

. Now available!:
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The Endless Empty is now available for purchase. Thank you for being patient as we worked through the store page issues.

The Steam version of this game includes new achievements to unlock.

Do you like the soundtrack to the game, check it out on bandcamp: https://sugarysweetmachines.bandcamp.com/album/the-
endless-empty-ost
Or stream it on spotify or apple music.

If have any questions or concerns contact me on twitter https://twitter.com/ErikSheader or The Endless Empty community
board.

Enjoy

. Charity Event Results 12/19 - 12/26:
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During the week of 12/19 to 12/26 we held a special charity drive to multiply the donations made by purchasing The Endless
Empty. All sales of the game were met in price by Lord of Envy and Thee Fallen1 from 1 of 1 gaming, as well as a third
mysterious supporter (my dad ).

We had $122 worth of sales during the week, adding up to a bonus donation of $366 to the Trevor Project! Big thank you to
everyone who bought the game during the event and an extra special thank you to Lord of Envy and Thee Fallen1.

Check out their channels here

Lord Envy: https://mixer.com/LordofEnvy

Thee Fallen1: https://www.twitch.tv/thee_fallen1
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Also if you missed the live stream/interview/hang out I did with 1 of 1 gaming you can check the videos out here

Part 1: https://www.twitch.tv/videos/351546474

Part 2: https://www.twitch.tv/videos/354750304
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